THE AMAZING DAY
to bring me an open view from my Albany window on the second
floor; that went to the Military Tailors, an unsolicited gift.
CHAPTER II
THE AMAZING DAY
P
ONDERING on tanks (that olde-worlde vehicle), on kippers
that shall never grow old, and birthday cards from Libya, and
Kaye of Coggeshall, and beechnut bacon and de-hydrated onions
unsolicited from America, and the four shaggy chrysanthemums,
brilliant yellow, which Di had brought in, an offset to the four
bronze kippers but both representing Still Life at its best, I was
prepared for any strangeness that early afternoon, as I strolled down
the Rope-Walk. The cats at their undevised insouciant ballet were
so like dancers in a special Albany proscenium, that imagination,
mooching off on a fantastic slant, wondered why Robert Helpman
and his antic crew did indeed consent to remain within a prescribed
framework, while cats might at any moment whisk their ballet
over the roofs and beyond the chimneys and round the corner and
out of sight. Might it not fall out, with strangeness everywhere,
that Helpman and his company, Comus, Sabrina fair, the Lady,
the Brothers, and the Spirit of the Woods, should be suddenly
impelled by an erratic desire for movement and grace without
restrictions, to dance their ballet out through the doors of Sadler's
Wells, down and up the streets of London, to the River embank-
ment, across the bridge, in and out of the motor-buses and away
into die country, oblivious of the panting audience following this
most lovely, this most inconvenient Un-command Performance .. .
I suppose my mind's break-through from possibility was caused
by the return to live in the same jJlace as before, yet behind a
strange front-door on the opposite side of the Walk, with a different
outlook from a new level; always more unreal than if you change
your residence altogether. You have that sense of queerness and
this-is-none-of-I if you ever happen to be staying as guest in a
house where once you had yourself lived and invited guests to
stay; or by an even slighter difference, if you have shut up your
home for any good reason and arc living somewhere else, and
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